IMPACT FACTOR FOR GLOBAL JOURNAL SERIES

The Editor-in-Chief is pleased to release the result of the evaluation of Journals in the Global Journal Series in the Scientific Journal Impact Factor (SJIF) master list for 2012. It is encouraging that journals in Global Journal Series were positively evaluated which resulted in scores giving the following Scientific Journal Impact Factor values:

1. Global Journal of Pure and Applied Sciences (ISSN 1118-0579): SJIF = 4.02
2. Global Journal of Agricultural Sciences (ISSN 1596-2903): SJIF = 3.93
5. Global Journal of Environmental Sciences (ISSN 1596-6194): SJIF = 3.272
7. Global Journal of Mathematical Sciences (ISSN 1596-6208): SJIF = 4.322
8. Global Journal of Medical Sciences (ISSN 1596-2911): SJIF = 3.924

It is interesting that SJIF Journals Master list database which attracts attention of many journals (about 18000 periodicals from all over the world) has undertaken this evaluation independently and quietly without involving any staff of Global Journal Series. The Editorial Boards are encouraged by the SJIF Impact Factor values given to journals in Global Journal Series. The positive and high values are in tandem with earlier evaluations of the journals by NUC, INASP, AJOL, ProQuest, CABI, CAS abstracts etc. it is an encouragement to scholars all over the world to submit their manuscript and publish scholarly articles in Global Journal Series. The Editor-In-Chief and his team are determined to continue offering their services to the world academic community. It is interesting that without financial support from any quarters including TETFUND, Global Journals have continued to attain great heights in the area of Journal publication. We shall continue to be thorough, prompt and committed to dissemination of scholarly knowledge. Please submit your manuscripts and subscribe to journals in Global Journal Series through:

Prof. Barth N. Ekwueme
Editor-in-Chief/Managing Editor
Global Journal Series.
Department of Geology
University of Calabar
P. O. Box 3651, Unical P.O.
Calabar, Nigeria.

Email: bachudo@yahoo.com
      info@globaljournalseries.com
      globaljournalseries@gmail.com

Tel: +2348033380719

Please, it is advisable that all financial transactions should be done by contacting the Editor-in-Chief by phone before using the internet to avoid fraudsters.